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ISSUE 
 

An update on the first three years of the application of section 7.32.5 of the 
Regulations Relating to the Employment of Tenure Track and Tenured 
Academic Staff  and section 3.56 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment 
of Librarian Staff is presented for Senate’s information. 

BACKGROUND 
& RATIONALE 

At the time these provisions were adopted (October 2016), a commitment was 
made to report to Senate their application after three years.   

PRIOR 
CONSULTATION 

N/A 
 

SUSTAINABILITY 
CONSIDERATIONS 
 

N/A 
 

IMPACT OF 
DECISION AND  
NEXT STEPS 

Continued monitoring and judicious application of regulations governing 
academic appointments. 

MOTION OR 
RESOLUTION  
FOR APPROVAL 

N/A 
 

APPENDICES Appendix A: Report on the Application of section 7.32.5 of the Regulations 
Relating to the Employment of Tenure Track and Tenured Academic Staff and 
section 3.56 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment of Librarian Staff. 
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Report on the Application of section 7.32.5 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment of Tenure 
Track and Tenured Academic Staff  and section 3.56 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment of 

Librarian Staff 

Background and Context 

Where a Department and Faculty wish to make an academic appointment with tenure, University 
regulations require that the candidate proceed via the ordinary recruitment process with a separate 
assessment for tenure. In these instances, the University Tenure Committee for Recruitment (UTCR) 
normally carries out the tenure evaluation. While the UTCR ensures that only meritorious candidates are 
granted academic appointments with tenure, in 2015-2016, Deans and Department Chairs communicated 
to the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) that, in some cases, the UTCR process can unduly lengthen 
and frustrate successful academic recruitment. Notably, where a candidate is an associate or full professor 
with tenure (or the equivalent of tenure) at a peer institution, the UTCR assessment can delay a time-
sensitive recruitment process. Moreover, such a process may not be warranted for a senior candidate 
who has been deemed to merit tenure by the relevant academic search committee and Faculty Dean.  

To facilitate academic recruitment in such instances, in October 2016 Senate approved amendments to 
the Regulations Relating to the Employment of Tenure Track and Tenured Academic Staff and the 
Regulations Relating to the Employment of Librarian Staff. The following new provisions were added to 
these Regulations:  

Regulations Relating to the Employment of Tenure Track and Tenured Academic Staff: 

7.32.5 Notwithstanding the fact that recommendations for appointment with Tenure shall 
normally proceed to the UTCR, exceptionally, in cases where a recruitment candidate 
already holds tenure or its equivalent at an institution considered equivalent to McGill, the 
Provost may, upon a request with written reasons from the Dean, exercise the discretion 
normally vested in the UTCR. These written reasons submitted by the Dean must include a 
recommendation from the relevant academic recruitment committee to appoint the 
candidate with tenure.  

7.32.5.1 Further, in all cases of decanal recruitment, the Principal shall exercise the 
discretion normally vested in the UTCR. In such cases, the Principal shall ensure that the 
committee charged with advising on the decanal appointment recommends that the 
candidate be appointed with tenure. 

Regulations Relating to the Employment of Librarian Staff: 

3.56.1 Notwithstanding the fact that recommendations for appointment with Tenure 
shall normally proceed to the UTCR, exceptionally, in cases where a recruitment candidate 
already holds tenure or its equivalent at an institution considered equivalent to McGill, 
the Provost may, upon a request with written reasons from the Director or Dean of 
Libraries, exercise the discretion normally vested in the UTCR. These written reasons 
submitted by the Dean must include a recommendation from the relevant academic 
recruitment committee to appoint the candidate with tenure.  
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3.56.1.1 Further, where recruiting a Director or Dean of Libraries, the Principal shall 
exercise the discretion normally vested in the UTCR. In such cases, the Principal shall ensure 
that the committee charged with advising on this appointment recommends that the 
candidate be appointed with tenure. 
 

At the time these amendments were brought to Senate for approval, a commitment was made to report 
on the first three years of their application, notably on: 
 

a. the number of instances in which this process for academic appointments with tenure was 
deployed; and  
 

b. the institutions from which candidates for whom this process was used were recruited, 
nonetheless ensuring that no identifying information about these candidates is made public.  

  
Report to Senate: October 2016 to September 2019 
 

• 10 professors have been successfully recruited to McGill with tenure via the application of section 
7.32.5 OR 7.32.5.1 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment of Tenure Track and Tenured 
Academic Staff (“TT Regulations”).  
 

• No librarians have thus far been recruited to McGill with tenure via the application of section 
3.56.1 of the Regulations Relating to the Employment of Librarian Staff. 
 

• In three cases, approval for appointment with tenure under s. 7.32.5 TT Regulations was granted 
but the recruitments were unsuccessful. 

 
• Professors were recruited via ss. 7.32.5, 7.32.5.1 TT Regulations from U15 institutions, leading 

international universities, and top global research institutions. The particular institutions from 
which these individuals were recruited are not listed so as to protect the privacy of these 
colleagues.    
 

• In all cases where ss. 7.32.5 or 7.32.5.1 was applied, the relevant recruitment or advisory 
committee and Faculty Dean made a clear recommendation for an appointment with tenure. 

 
• Of the professors recruited via ss. 7.32.5, 7.32.5.1 TT Regulations: 

o 5 were recruited to assume key academic leadership positions at McGill.  
o 2 others were recruited as part of unique and prestigious federally funded research chair 

opportunities for the University.  
 

• All 10 professors recruited via ss. 7.32.5 or 7.32.5.1 TT Regulations were appointed at the rank of 
full professor.  
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